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*******************************************************************************

Hello all.  Hope summer is going well for all you Northern Hemispherians

(odds are "Hemispherians" is not a word, but was worth a feeble shot),

and happy winter (?) to those of you below the equator.  Well, with that 

lame introduction out of the way, here's a few quick comments before I commence

with the main attractions.

- Two new singles are on their way for "Electric Guitars" with 4 unreleased

b-sides.  Thanks to Tom for the info enclosed in this issue.

- Be sure to visit Bedford's Prefab web site, as his trivia contest winds down

with the final 15 trivia questions thrown to the public.  Kudos again to 

Mr. McIntosh for holding this contest and sharing the wealth by offering a 

few of his Prefab possessions as prizes.  Info also enclosed in this issue.

- Recently, more and more e-mail I receive for the Newsletter is in the form

of actual questions about the band.  I think this is great as it helps to 

open up a bit more of a running dialogue in-between issues, as well as allowing

folks to get involved.  So, if you think you've got a quality answer to any

questions ever posed, feel free to send 'em to me, and I'll publish them in the

next newsletter issue.

- Finally, please note new address up top (bassler@usa.net).  Those of you

who have subscribed to the list from the get-go have seen this e-mail address

change multiple times, as I moved from school to job to school, etc.  

This one will be permanent, as it's one of those "e-mail address for life"

addresses, so e-mail will always be forwarded appropriately *knock on wood*.

Ryan

*******************************************************************************

From: bfl@iol.ie (Brian Leahy)

Subject: Re: Sprouts List

Ryan,

Thanks a million. Absolutely great stuff - great to be part of it all.

Met Paddy in Dublin at the end of May - they were here for a TV slot. Had a

long chat with him. My daughter was with me - Paddy's the hero now! We spoke

about the first show in Dublin (Neil Conti's first gig - Virginia Astley

played) and he signed my ticket along with a lot of other stuff. We got to
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see the TV rehearsal with Paddy blowing kisses to my little girl. I could go

on and on - suffice to say, a truly great guy (and an awesome talent).

Thanks again for everything.

Brian.

*******************************************************************************

From: TOM_CRIMMINS@yr.com

Subject: Prefab News

          

          Ryan -

          

          Thanks for the latest newsletter!

          

          Just spoke with Kitchenware about the next single ("Electric 

          Guitars") and there is good news and bad news.

          

          The good news is that it will be released in two parts.  Part I 

          will have the single PLUS two unreleased songs: "Dragons" and 

          "The End of the Affair"  Part II will also contain two unreleased 

          songs: "Girl I'm Here" and "Never Trust a Spell."  

          

          So just think, 4 new tunes to get excited about!

          

          The bad news is that it looks like the release date has been 

          pushed back a bit and they won't be released until AT LEAST the 

          week of July 7th (my guess is probably even a week later than 

          that).

          

          Kitchenware has a press release on these singles that they are 

          sending to me.  If it says anything different, I'll let you know.

          

          You might want to share this with the rest of the Newsletter 

          gang.

          

          Talk to you later.

          

          - Tom C.

*******************************************************************************

From: plockton@deltanet.com (Bedford McIntosh)

Subject: Sprout Trivia Contest -- all the marbles in July!

Dear Sprout Trivia Contest Contestant:

There has been some fall off in the number of entries for the second month

of the Prefab Sprout trivia contest.  This could be expected and was

perhaps due in part to the fact that the first month's questions were
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pretty tough!  So instead of drawing it out for the next three months, I've

decided to post the final fifteen questions all on July 5.

(If you haven't tried the second set of questions yet you still have time;

don't panic if you already submitted your month two answers -- I didn't

cross reference the entries with this mailing list.)

Because I'll be posting fifteen questions in July, I've included a nice

prize for the monthly competition: the winner can choose from two rarities,

the 10" of Cars and Girls (1 of 5000 made) or the only Sprout picture disc

record (Johnny Johnny).

And of course, all answers count toward the grand prize: the Candle single

for Lions in My Own Garden, Exit Someone (1 of 1000).

Remember, entering quickly is only important to winning the monthly prize,

though with fifteen questions you probably have more time than usual to

submit your answers.  The questions will be posted until August 4.  In

theory the Candle single winner could wait to the last possible minute to

enter.

As before, standings after ten questions and answers to the second five

questions will be posted shortly after July 5.

Good luck!

--Bedford

Home page:

http://users.deltanet.com/~plockton

My Prefab Sprout pages:

http://users.deltanet.com/~plockton/sprout.html

*******************************************************************************

From: Mathew Lane <Lane@JHUDIS.DEV.JHU.EDU>

Subject: Re: Newsletter/Other Questions

I am very curious about the economic logistics of a band such as Prefab

Sprout that does not tour, does not sell multi-platinum, and waits years

between albums! It's very frustrating to me because interviewers seem to be

either not concerned with this question, or too polite to probe just how 

a band can support itself under these conditions. I do not know anything about

Martin and Wendy's personal lives, so for all I know they have jobs or other

musical projects, and perhaps Prefab Sprout is more of an occasional hobby

for them. But I'm assuming that Paddy exists solely off his music.

I am posing these questions to you, to your readers and to anyone who may

have an inkling as to what some of the answers are. I admit I'm quite

ignorant about the recording industry, but I do know that most
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modest-selling acts keep some kind of touring schedule for basic subsistence.

My questions are thus: Is a band like Prefab Sprout compensated strictly as

a function of HOW MANY units they sell in the stores, or are they under

contract such that they receive a *salary* independent of sales? If the

answer is the former, one wonders how they support themselves during a

7-year hiatus, because they don't sell that many records; if the answer is

the latter, one wonders how the label would allow them to go 7 years without

new product! Also, I know that Paddy is compensated differently that his

bandmates by virtue of being the writer, but HOW? I read interviews with

Paddy or Andy Partridge (XTC is also quite illustrative of this point), and

they don't make alot of money, but they don't seem to be starving, either.

What's more, their occasional side projects aren't that BIG (or frequent) in

their own right.

I am probably barking up the wrong tree with this, but it was worth a shot.

My brother has been forwarding your newsletter to me for some time, and I'm

looking forward to receive it myself. Thanks.

Mathew

*******************************************************************************

From: Kal Gupta <kal@kal.mv.com>

Subject: Thoughts on 'Andromeda Heights'

Hi,

First off - it will no way overtake _Two Wheels Good_. What album can?

Nor will it match the depth of _Jordan_. I think AH will have to grow on me.

I have listened to it a couple of times now, and am already fond of

"Electric Guitars", "Prisoner of the Past", "Andromeda Heights", 

"Weightless", and "Swans". But songs like "Anne Marie", "Mystery of 

Love" don't seem to have the melodies I was hoping for. These (and a 

couple of others) are the songs that will take some time to creep under my

skin. Overall impression - the album is a bit mellower than I would have

liked for a Sprout album. But I love the arrangements, the snaky sax that

pops up in a song or two. And the mood of the album is perfect for a 

mild, summer evening, when you have nothing to do but watch the stars

come out...

Thanks for listening.

-Kal

*******************************************************************************

From: Yves_Gadler@havergal.on.ca (Yves Gadler)

Subject: andromeda Heights review

Hello Ryan,  I trust and hope all is well with you and that you're enjoying
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the summer.  Well after listening to AH for over a month now, I must say I

love this album so here's my 2 cent review...

Well 7 years is a long time...but after spending one month listening to

Andromeda Heights daily, all I can say is it was worth the wait!  From the

opening breezy guitars of Electric Guitars to the hauntingly beautiful

saxophone of Andromeda Heights, this is one beautiful album.  Of course, it's

schmaltzy, candy sweet etc. but isn't this why we love Prefab Sprout.  This

is truly one band for the romantics and as a romantic I would like to say

thank you to Paddy et al. 

Thank you for making getting up in the morning a little more special humming

to The Mystery of Love and Life's a Miracle.  Schamltzy, yes indeed!

Saccarine -coated definitely but with lyrics such as "...and if the dead

could speak I know what they would say, don't waste another day"  To me this

is a logical extension to Doo-Wop in Harlem.  Now Paddy hits many personal

points here that go beyond the scope of this discussion, but let me just say

that I'm happy that someone out there is singing about such ethereal subject

matter with intelligence!  Speaking of ethereal, how about "Whoever, you are"

 What an optimistic, happy love song.  No matter how many times one may have

been burned by love, as a hopeless romantic, this song evokes emotions of

hope.  The quest may be long and timeless and yet the very existence of true

love is there.  As Paddy sings..."I'm prepared to travel no matter how long

no matter how far.." Purely inspirational.  Of course I can go on about each

and every song, but as fans we probably have all heard the album.  Just

wanted to say what a beautiful and inspirational album! Grab your sweetheart

and dance under the stars to this and in a way you will achieve the

timelessness of love encapsulated in a tiny moment, just as Paddy sings.  

My only regret is after waiting so long ,one would have hoped for a lenghty

work like Jordan but this album just proves further that quality is so much

better than quantity.

Yves

---------------------------*-------------------------

                

                Havergal College, Toronto

---------------------------*-------------------------

*******************************************************************************

From: Deddawg@aol.com

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout Email Newsletter #12

Ryan: NME gave "Andromeda" a pretty good review. Melody Maker slagged it,

thought it was treacly and called Paddy "one of the greatest failed pop stars

of all time" (that latter sentiment is hard to disagree with as it is a

comment on his image and sales rather than his music). I believe the MM

review blamed Jimmy Nail and the success of that stuff for soiling Paddy's

motives and visions.
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To my knowledge, neither of the papers have done features or interviews,

which is surprising. 

*******************************************************************************

From: Whyice@aol.com

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout Email Newsletter #12

Thank you very much for maintaining this newsletter.  As I am sure other US

fans would attest,  with respect to Prefab Sprout,  I often feel like I am

living in another dimension from my compatriots.  That is, while I don't at

all equate commercial success with artistic achievement,  I do find it

dispiriting that such achievement as is Paddy's has but the slightest

American audience.   I continue to be dumbstruck by the absolute radio

silence in these United States regarding the Band.  Though I can understand

that much of Andromeda Heights does not fit into any particular "marketable"

category,  "Prisoner of the Past" is as perfect a single as "Penny Lane" or

"Benny and the Jets". for example, and deserves a better fate than to be

ignored. And why did Jordan not receive the critical attention it warranted,

in spades?  If someone has an answer, please fill me in.  

*******************************************************************************

From: The Red Skull <poufn@csv.warwick.ac.uk>

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout Email Newsletter #12

No significant coverage of the Sprouts in NME or Melody Maker apart from album

reviews. NME loved it, while the Maker hated it.

"The White Room" is sadly defunct - gone, no more. However the BBC's live music

flagship "Later" would be an excellent show for the Sprouts to play. The 

standard format is that guests perform with the host, Squeeze's Jools Holland.

Recently there have also been special shows, where one artist performs for an 

hour or so (to date Eric Clapton, Mark Knopfler, Paul Weller and the Beautiful

South have all been the subject of such specials). The Sprouts recently 

performed Prisoner live on Irish TV, UK Chart programme "Top of the Pops" is 

all live now, so maybe some TV special isn't a pipe dream after all... but bear

in mind they'd probably have to rehearse the equivalent amount as for a tour, 

so Paddy probably wouldn't be up for it. 

Stew

--

*******************************************************************************

From: "Carlo Pentimalli" <cpenti@labs.it>

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout Email Newsletter #12
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!)************************************************************************

!)From: AGlogauer@aol.com

!)Subject: prefab sprout questionare...

!)

!)Misc:  I read that you like the DREAM ACADAMY ...interesting.....i always

!)thought someone was copping the sound of the other...both have that breathy

!)female voice 

!)i can't remember the song ,  but the second single from the album with "life

!)in a northern town"     always reminded me of PREFAB SPROUT

I've always noticed that similarity. But, more than that, I've always 

considered the Deacon Blue a carbon copy of the Sprouts. Does anyone 

there know them or like them? Do you agree that they have taken much 

out of the PS style?

Bye

   """   | Carlo Pentimalli - Laboratori Fondazione Guglielmo Marconi

   O-O   | Via Porrettana, 111 - I-40044 Pontecchio Marconi   BOLOGNA

    .    | tel  +39.51.846900  /  fax +39.51.846479 /  cpenti@labs.it

    v    | http://www.labs.it/cpenti/

*******************************************************************************

*******************************************************************************

PREFAB SPROUT QUESTIONNAIRE

Name/E-mail/URL:

How you got into Prefab Sprout:

Favorite album:

Favorite song(s):

Least Favorite song(s):

Other bands/artists you dig:

Misc:

E-mail this to: bassler@usa.net

******************************************************************************* 

  PREFAB SPROUT RELATED URL's

Bedford's Prefab Page ->  

http://users.deltanet.com/~plockton/sprout.html

Elfasih's Prefab page -> 

http://www.xs4all.nl/~elfasih/muziek/prefabs.html

Doc Savage's Prefab page ->

http://www.ddm-international.com:80/savage/prefab.htm

Julienne's Prefab page ->

new page still under construction
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Mark Kolmar's Prefab discography ->

http://www.xnet.com/~mkolmar/music/Prefab_Sprout.html

Ola Sjostrand's Prefab page ->

http://www.prefab.demon.co.uk/

"Prefab Sprout"'s Prefab page ->

http://members.tripod.com/~prefab/

Thomas Dolby's page (The Flat Earth Society) ->

http://www.tdolby.com/

*******************************************************************************
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